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The Shenzhen Independent Animation Biennale 2016, entitled “Time Based, Non- Places” opened in the 

afternoon of December 2nd. Artists from various countries and different time zones and spaces all took part 

in this spectacular feast of animation and exhibited their artworks in the same venue. The opening night saw 

the Asian premiere of The New Book of Mountains and Seas 3 by Qiu Anxiong and the screening of 

selected animations from Fantoche Festival, both of which were well received by the audience. As the 

Executive Director of this Biennale, I was very much relieved after the successful opening night. 

In order to host a successful event, one needs many factors to fall into place and timing is the most important 

one. The founding of the Shenzhen Independent Animation Biennale took place at an opportune time. As one 

of the founders of this Biennale, I have worked on the rst three editions since its inception in 2012. The rst 

edition of this Biennale provided a review of the development of Chinese independent animation during the 

period from 2000 to 2012. It offered the public an overview of independent animation and served as a 

launching pad for subsequent exhibitions and research. The second edition of this Biennale was entitled 

“Visions & Beyond”, showcasing experimental animations, documentaries, installations and live slide-show 

performances. It also organized public outreach programs such as mobile forums in cities such as Beijing, 

Hong Kong, Taipei, and Shenzhen as well as academic seminars and master workshops, generating a public 

discourse between various subjects and disciplines. The third edition of this Biennale invited an internationally 

acclaimed curator Mr. Li Zhenhua to be its Artistic Director. With “Time Based, Non-Places” as its theme, this 

Biennale serves up an international feast of animation that is diverse and fantastic in its presentation and 

reshapes many people’s preconceptions about animation. The carefully cultivated garden square outside of the 

exhibition space has undoubtedly brought the public a direct route to contemporary art. 

Working has always been the best way of learning. Over the years, I have been very fortunate to collaborate 

with many excellent curators and artists and that has helped me improve considerably. For instance, well-

known for being a maverick, our artistic director Li Zhenhua has brought many pleasant surprises and a new 

model of curatorial practice and thinking to this Biennale. Using advanced technology, Australian artist 

Jeffrey Shaw manages to introduce traditional art from Dunhuang to the audience in Shenzhen. Despite being 

physically several thousand kilometers away, the audience is able to travel back in time and witnesses the 

splendid wall paintings inside cave 220 from the Tang dynasty. The solemn Buddhist figures, musical 

instruments and beautiful dancing moves can all refer to the theme of “Time Based, Non-Places”. Out of all 

the participating artists for this Biennale, the most senior member is American artist Pat O’ Neill as he brings 

along his Easy Out from the early 1970s. It was a stop-motion animation shot in 16mm lm using special 

cinematography techniques, chemical agents and disc abrasion. Over time, Pat O’Neill has re-mastered his 

work and released it in its digital format, showing how a veteran artist never ceases to explore and experiment. 

As for the youngest member of all the participating artists, Liu Yi is a Chinese artist that was born in the 

1990s. Using moving image, animation and installation, she captured many impressions from her trip to India. 

In her own words, “Time overcomes the obstacles of space, the living conditions in various parts of a city, the 

natural condition, the routine and the potential development of society. Whether it is a memory temporarily 

captured or a scenery from memory, they all become our shared theatre of life.” Of course, 



our Biennale also features many other promising artists and artworks such as Pulp Landscape III by Hu 

Weiyi and Cemetery of Clouds by Yves Netzhammer and Bernd Schurer. Given the scope of this article, I 

will not be able to mention them all. It has been truly a blessing to work with all of these great artists and to 

be constantly surprised, touched and shocked by their works. That, perhaps, is the enchantment of art. 

As the Shenzhen Independent Animation Biennale remains the only Biennale in China that is named after 

independent animation, it provides a very signi cant platform for artists who devote themselves to the making 

of independent animation, especially the young and emerging artists. It is also worth mentioning that OCT-

LOFT has done a remarkable job as an independent organizer of this Biennale. Let us all cherish and support 

each other and persist so that the development of independent animation will continue to flourish! 


